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Abstract. Mechanical force is an important stimulus and determinant
of many vascular smooth muscle cell functions including contraction,
proliferation, migration, and cell attachment. Transmission of force
from outside the cell through focal adhesions controls the dynamics of
these adhesion sites and initiates intracellular signaling cascades that
alter cellular behavior. To understand the mechanism by which living
cells sense mechanical forces, and how they respond and adapt to
their environment, a critical first step is to develop a new technology
to investigate cellular behavior at subcellular level that integrates an
atomic force microscope �AFM� with total internal reflection fluores-
cence �TIRF� and fast-spinning disk �FSD� confocal microscopy, pro-
viding high spatial and temporal resolution. AFM uses a nanosensor to
measure the cell surface topography and can apply and measure me-
chanical force with high precision. TIRF microscopy is an optical im-
aging technique that provides high-contrast images with high
z-resolution of fluorescently labeled molecules in the immediate vi-
cinity of the cell–coverslip interface. FSD confocal microscopy allows
rapid 3-D imaging throughout the cell in real time. The integrated
system is broadly applicable across a wide range of molecular dy-
namic studies in any adherent live cells, allowing direct optical imag-
ing of cell responses to mechanical stimulation in real time. © 2009
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3155517�

Keywords: integrated microscopy; atomic force microscopy; spinning-disk
confocal; total internal reflection fluorescence.
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Introduction
s noted in the 1998 National Institutes of Health Bioengi-
eering Consortium Report: “New developments in mi-
roscopies are providing crucial information and essential ap-
roaches for understanding the structure function of cells and
olecules. Molecular and cellular bioengineering is a rapidly

volving multidisciplinary area capitalizing on these technolo-
ies to create advances in research in many vital areas.” We
re presenting here a state of the art technology that offers
ovel applications in real-time assessment of mechano-
ransduction dynamics in live cells by combining the struc-
ural and functional resolving power of the atomic force mi-
roscope �AFM� with rapid optical imaging at high spatial
nd temporal resolution provided by total internal reflection
uorescence �TIRF� and fast-spinning disk �FSD� confocal

maging. This unique integrated microscopy technology facili-
ates 4-D real-time biophysical studies directed toward the
lteration of the intracellular force balance within cells, along
ith resulting functional modulations at distant sites �i.e.,

unctional and focal adhesions�. Real-time analysis is essential
or direct observations of cellular responses to mechanical or
hemical stimuli, and to avoid distortion or loss of cellular

ddress all correspondence to: Andreea Trache, Ph.D., 336 Reynolds Medical
ldg., MS 1114, Texas A&M Health Science Center, College Station, TX 77843-
114. Tel: 979-845 7990; Fax; 979-862 4638; E-mail: trache@tamu.edu
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-
components during specimen preparation, which can occur
using conventional fixation and antibody-based localization
studies.

The present work outlines significant improvement in our
previous NanoFluor integrated microscope design1 that com-
bined AFM with TIRF, interference reflection microscopy,
and Forster resonance energy transfer. The improved micro-
scope is particularly well suited to study focal adhesions and
cytoskeletal dynamics under AFM mechanical stimulation. By
combining the AFM2 with rapid optical imaging using FSD
confocal imaging3 in a single instrument, substantial progress
in real-time monitoring of mechanotransduction dynamics in
live cells is possible. The fast-spinning disk confocal is a
multibeam scanning method that permits fast scanning at high
frame rates as the result of a dual-disk system, pinhole and
microlens, that is synchronized with a charge-coupled device
�CCD� detector. This tandem arrangement allows for en-
hanced detection of both low fluorescence signals and real-
time image collection. In this way one can rapidly section
living cells in 3-D spatial imaging over time to study the
cytoskeletal dynamics with minimal exposure of cells to light,
preventing cell phototoxicity. In addition, TIRF4 provides
high contrast images that contain high resolution details of
cells grown on coverslips with excellent z-resolution

1083-3668/2009/14�3�/034024/13/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
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�100 nm depth�. Due to minimal exposure of cells to light,
IRF images have very low background fluorescence.

Therefore, by combing these three different techniques, it
s now possible to: image cellular processes with high spatial
esolution or stimulate the apical cell surface using AFM; per-
orm quantitative time-lapse imaging of the cell-coverslip in-
erface using TIRF; and carry out rapid confocal sectioning in
iving cells over extended periods of time while studying mo-
ecular dynamics and protein translocation between different
ubcellular structures. Consequently, the integrated micro-
cope described here offers a comprehensive view of mecha-
otransduction processes from the micrometer to nanometer
cale in living cells.

Transmission of force is a classical physical concept ap-
lied to live cell dynamics, intracellular protein translocation,
nd transduction of mechanical signals along intracellular
athways. Multiple dynamic processes trigger changes in cell-
ell and cell-matrix adhesions in the vascular wall, resulting
n cell growth, motility, contraction, or mechanotransduction.
ndothelial and vascular smooth muscle cells reside in a me-
hanically active environment that changes continuously. Ad-
ptations to these local forces results in realignment of the
ytoskeleton and redistribution of the numerous constituents
f focal adhesions �FA� and junctional adhesion �JA� sites.
he mechanism by which cells sense and respond to mechani-
al stimuli and the signaling pathways that drive these re-
ponses are at a relative early stage of investigation. The cur-
ent understanding of the molecular processes that induce FA
nd JA remodeling involving force generation at a scale of
ico- to nano-Newtons and a time scale of milliseconds is far
rom complete. The integrated instrument described here en-
bles quantitative monitoring of rapid molecular changes and
rovides an important new tool for the study of transduction
echanisms initiated by agonist-induced signaling or external
echanical forces on cells. Generated data will provide new

nowledge relating changes in intracellular force balance to
he molecular mechanisms by which cytoskeleton communi-
ates a chemical or mechanical stimulus to distant sites. The
pplications presented here employing microscopy technol-
gy that integrates optical and nonoptical scanning techniques
re focused on the study of vascular cells. However, the in-
trument has broad applications to analysis of cellular physi-
logy across a wide variety of adherent cell types.

The cytoskeleton and focal adhesions are dynamic struc-
ures that assemble, disperse, and turn over as cells migrate or
espond to mechanical forces. They have significant roles in
egulating the contractile function, cell growth, survival, and
ene expression. Knowledge of the specific distribution and
ctivity of protein constituents and their molecular dynamics
ill enhance our understanding of how cells detect and re-

pond to structural and functional properties of the extracel-
ular matrix and to neighboring cells.

The cytoskeletal network confers tensile strength to the
ell. Actin, the primary cytoskeletal structural protein, to-
ether with microtubules determine cell shape. Cell shape sta-
ility depends on a network of self-equilibrating structural
omponents, some of which are in tension and others that are
n compression.5 Thus, in cultured vascular smooth muscle
ells �VSMC� and endothelial cells, as in any other
nchorage-dependent cells, external mechanical stresses are
mposed on a preexisting force equilibrium generated by cy-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-
toskeletal tension.6–12 Forces are transmitted as solid mechani-
cal stresses that are distributed throughout the cell via the
cytoskeleton. Intracellular stresses may then be transmitted to
neighboring cells via JA, and to the underlying matrix via FA
at the basal cell surface.

Focal adhesions are critical points for the regulation of
actin organization as well as the bidirectional transfer of
mechanochemical perturbation13–20 between the extracellular
matrix �ECM� and cytoskeleton. They contain clusters of in-
tegrins �transmembrane proteins� that physically link the
ECM to the cytoskeleton via a number of specific proteins,
including talin, focal adhesion kinase, vinculin, �-actinin, and
paxillin. During cellular contraction, specific proteins undergo
orientation changes, become phosphorylated,21–23 or translo-
cate away from the FA �e.g., zyxin24–26�. Which proteins are
absolutely required for the formation of FA is still under in-
vestigation, and the order in which these proteins bind inte-
grins to actin or to each other is only partially understood.18,19

At the present time it is unclear how a change in the intra-
cellular force balance induces molecular mechanisms by
which the cytoskeleton influences FA and JA reorganization
and how FA and JA proteins cooperate to respond to mechani-
cal force.

2 Imaging across Biological Spatial and
Temporal Scales

“Many of the most important mechanistic questions in cell
biology might be rapidly answered if only we had molecular
video electron microscopes—that is, the ability to non-
destructively image specific molecules with the resolution of
electron microscopy in real time.”27

Important signaling events at cellular level take place in a
domain smaller than 500 nm. In epifluorescence microscopy,
the diffraction limits the resolution to about 250 nm in the xy
plane and is even lower along the z axis. As mentioned before,
each imaging technique has its own spatial and temporal limi-
tations. Combinations of optical imaging techniques with
atomic force microscopy may overcome some of these spatial
and temporal challenges.28–30 Advantages of FSD confocal
and TIRF imaging techniques combined with AFM are dis-
cussed next.

Fast-spinning disk confocal is a multibeam scanning
method that allows rapid scanning of samples at high frame
rates,3,31–33 being particularly well suited to live cell imaging
due to the lower levels of photobleaching and phototoxicity
capabilities of this technology. This instrument involves a
fully motorized Yokogawa scanning head with a dual-disk
system, pinhole and microlens disks, which are perfectly
aligned. The size of the pinholes is fixed, being optimal for a
specific objective �100�1.4 NA�, and will be suboptimal for
z-sectioning with a different objective. In this type of confocal
microscope, the NA and the objective lens magnification are
important, because the zoom-in option is not available. When
compared with a classical laser scanning confocal micro-
scope, z-resolution is limited, being dictated primarily by the
spacing of the pinholes on the disk. The tandem pinhole-
microlens disk partially compensate for this by directing more
light through the pinholes, with the same rejection of the out-
of-focus light by the disk. The actual image capture speed of
this confocal system is limited only by the CCD camera used,
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�2
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nd is discussed further in the CCD camera section.
TIRF microscopy represents a method of exciting and vi-

ualizing fluorophores present in the near-membrane region of
ive cells grown on glass coverslips.4,34–39 Any movement of
uorescent-tagged proteins within FA or in the immediate
roximity of the cell membrane can be monitored in real time.
his type of excitation can be used to obtain high contrast
uorescence images, with very low background and virtually
o out-of-focus light. The confinement of fluorescence exci-
ation to the near-field interface produces minimal exposure of
ells to light in any other planes within the sample. While
esolution in optical microscopy is usually diffraction limited
y the wavelength of light, this optical imaging technique
llows imaging of cellular structures at the coverslip-cell in-
erface with a higher z-resolution �i.e., �100 nm� than con-
ocal microscopy ��300 nm� in a wide-field approach. Table

presents the main differences between TIRF and confocal
maging.

AFM2 is an attractive tool for biological applications such
s live cell imaging and single molecule force
pectroscopy,40–45 by providing structural, mechanical and
unctional information at nanometer resolution under physi-
logical conditions. The principle of operation of the AFM is
ery similar to that of a stylus profilometer—a sharp cantile-
er tip interacts with the sample surface sensing the local
orces between the molecules at the tip and at the sample
urface. Due to the fact that no light is involved in acquiring
he sample properties, the resolution achieved by the AFM is
imited only by the tip radius and the spring constant of the
antilever. When used for imaging live cells, AFM is rela-
ively slow compared with optical imaging �minutes/image�.
owever, when used as a force measurement tool or mechani-

al stimulation tool, the simultaneous use of AFM with optical
maging enables functional assessment of dynamic processes
ithin live cells.

Challenges of Integrating Fast-Spinning Disk
Confocal and Total Internal Reflection
Fluorescence Microscopy with Atomic Force
Microscopy

pecific challenging design requirements are involved in the
nstrument integration process, requiring customized me-
hanical and optical components. Integration of the optical
ystems with the AFM is possible by mounting the AFM scan-
er on an inverted microscope platform Olympus IX-81. The
ystem layout is presented in Fig. 1. The key element for

Table 1 Comparison of FSD confocal and TIRF
speed is limited only by CCD camera speed and

FSD confocal

Optically scanning the entire cell body

Out-of-focus fluorescence rejected
by the pinhole disk

Illuminates the entire cell,
risk of photobeaching
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-
preserving all features of a fluorescence microscope is a cus-
tomized AFM stage1 that replaces the regular microscope
stage, and an open AFM scan head design �Bioscope SZ Hy-
brid Scanner, Veeco Instruments, Santa Barbara, California�.
This type of stage is not available in any commercial AFM at
this time. As configured, our microscope system allows full
turret rotation, full access to the objective lens correction col-
lars, and oil/water loading at the objective lens without mov-
ing the sample that is fixed by a magnetic holder.

Special attention was paid toward insulating the integrated
microscope from building and acoustic vibrations that can af-
fect or even destroy the AFM measurements. The integrated

copy. For both imaging methods, the acquisition
collection efficiency �e.g., signal-to-noise ratio�.

field illumination only at the
verslip interface

t-of-focus fluorescence, low background

ates only the basal cell area
of interest�, reduced photobleaching

Fig. 1 �a� Layout of the integrated microscope. �b� Layout of the laser-
to-fiber optical train �see Fig. 2�.
micros
photon

TIRF

Wide-
cell-co

No ou

Illumin
�plane
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icroscope and the laser head are placed on a research-grade
ibration-insulation tabletop �Newport, Irvine, California�. A
etailed presentation of vibration isolation, cooling, and elec-
rical wiring requirements were presented elsewhere.1 While
amera cooling fans and other drivers containing fans and
oving parts were isolated from the main vibration-isolation

able by placing them on a self-standing shelf, this is not
ossible for the Yokogawa scanner head. The scanner that
otates at 5000 rot /min must be placed in the immediate vi-
inity of the microscope, having its optical path aligned with
he microscope optical path. This important source of vibra-
ion was eliminated by designing an open-coupling flange be-
ween the scanner head and the microscope, and by placing
he scanner on a silicon damper pad that isolates the scanner
rom the tabletop �Fig. 2�a��.

ig. 2 �a� Diagram of the integrated microscope layout. The entire op
okogawa unit from the optical table. Further vibration isolation is ach
o that no direct mechanical connection exists between the two comp
ptical alignment is performed such that the primary FSD confocal cam
onfiguration. The ZDC module is placed between the turret and the m
nd its CCD camera. �b� Diagram of the laser-to-fiber optical train. FS
he main components are listed in Table 3.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-
The optical lever principle used in the AFM scanner to
detect the cantilever deflection consists of a laser beam com-
ing from a laser diode in the scanning head that is reflected off
the back of the cantilever onto a photodetector. The laser di-
ode emits at 693 nm and was chosen far from the spectral
range of wavelengths used for fluorescence measurements. It
is known that laser diodes have a broad emission spectrum. To
optimize the spectrum output and minimize its interference
with the fluorescence, a notch optical filter was mounted into
the AFM scanner �Fig. 3�. Moreover, even filtered in this way,
light coming from the laser diode reaches both cameras,
quenching the dim fluorescence, and also reaches the oculars,
making impossible the use of microscope eyepieces while the
AFM is turned on. Thus, a different filter was designed to
block the light of the laser diode and was placed in front of

in on the FSD confocal sits on a silicon damper pad that isolates the
by decoupling the flange between the microscope and FSD confocal,
. The microscope itself sits on adjustable legs �along the z axis�. The
in register with the microscope focal plane in an open beam coupling
ope objective. On the right-hand side, we placed the TIRF illuminator

stop, and POL-polarizer. The optical filters are listed in Table 2 and
tical tra
ieved
onents
era is
icrosc
is field
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�4
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oth cameras and oculars. A limitation introduced by this filter
esults in blocking the visible spectrum in the red wavelengths
�670 nm�, such that dyes like CY5 cannot be used in si-
ultaneous measurements with AFM. This limitation is easily

vercome when AFM is not in use, by placing these blocking
lters in specially designed sliders that allow sliding the
locking filter in and out of the optical path for TIRF and FSD
onfocal. For alignment purposes of the AFM optical lever, it
s useful to see some of the laser diode light on the video
amera used for the optical lever alignment. This required the
esign of a different optical filter that partially blocks the
iode beam in front of the video camera, such that only a
mall spot of light is visible in the field of view, allowing for
precise alignment of the optical lever.
A user-friendly design of the filter combinations necessary

or different applications with the spinning disk confocal re-
uired an external filter wheel �Sutter Instruments, Novato,
alifornia� to be mounted at the out-put path of the scanning
nit. Therefore, different combinations of two or three chan-
els for confocal imaging are possible without moving the
lters in the optical path while scanning. All optical filters
ere provided by Chroma Technologies �Brattleboro, Ver-
ont� and are included in Table 2. The extension of the opti-

al path to the camera was possible by using an optical ex-
ender from Optical Insights �Tucson, Arizona� that ensured a
ood focused image projected on the camera chip without
ntroducing optical aberrations.

A z-drift compensator �ZDC� mounted between the turret
nd objective nosepiece �Fig. 2�a�� allows for locating the

ig. 3 �a� Transmission curves for the optical filters necessary to ex-
lude the AFM laser diode from the fluorescence path: solid black
ine—ET670sp is placed in front of the EMCCD and eye pieces; gray
ine—ET680sp is placed in front of the video camera; dotted line—
otch filter in the AFM head; dashed line—generic spectra of a laser
iode emitting at 690 nm. The laser diode spectrum is wide enough to
leed through into the visible spectrum suppressing the fluorescence
ignal. �b� The AFM laser diode light captured by the EMCCD without
he notch filter in place �to be able to capture an image that does not
ompletely blank the EMCCD, an extra 647-nm filter was set in the
ptical path�. �c� When the notch filter is mounted in the AFM head,
he laser diode light is suppressed. Both images in �b� and �c� were
aptured with the protection filter in place �solid black line in �a��. �d�
he laser diode light is visible to the video camera for an easy align-
ent of the optical lever �video filter in place is the gray line in �a��.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-
specimen-coverslip interface with high precision. The ZDC
module uses a 785-nm laser diode to find with high precision
the upper surface of the coverslip. The ZDC autofocus routine
is faster than a conventional microscope autofocus, and is not
affected by changes in contrast or fluorescence intensity in the
filed of view. Thus, ZDC represents an important addition,
providing an optimal solution for long-term time-lapse TIRF
experiments where maintenance of the focal plane is critical.
Note that TIRF laser alignment is affected by the ZDC mod-
ule. If the ZDC is to be employed, the laser alignment must be
performed with the ZDC module in the optical path. The ZDC
autofocus is also used in time-lapse confocal imaging.

4 Description of the Integrated Microscope
System

The overall schematic of the integrated microscope shown in
Fig. 1 is presented in Fig. 2, and a detailed list of components
is presented in Tables 2 and 3. Additional information regard-
ing laser illumination and image acquisition systems are pre-
sented next.

4.1 Laser Illumination System and Optical Fiber
Alignment

The integrated microscope requires two different illumination
ports, one for TIRF and the other for FSD confocal. Thus, a
Stabilite 2018-RM 2.5 W Ar-Kr white laser �Spectra Physics,
Mountain View, California� is used to feed both illuminators
by single-mode optical fibers �Oz Optics, Canada�. The laser
is run in white mode and is coupled with the microscope, as
presented in Fig. 2�b�. The polychromatic acusto-optic modu-
lator �PCAOM� provides a controlled first-order output beam.
It allows fine tuning of the laser wavelength by changing the
rf frequency, and controls the laser line power by changing the
rf power applied to the crystal. The crystal mount allows fine
z-axis movement and optimal selection of the Bragg angle of
the PCAOM to achieve the highest beam power for the first-
order beam. An eight-channel Neos driver controls the
PCAOM with 10-�sec switching time between laser lines.
For stability during experiments, the laser is operated in con-
stant power mode, with the laser aperture set to aperture 5 as
an optimal value to ensure good mode structure and output
power for each wavelength.

The PCAOM is followed by an iris aperture and a clean-up
polarizer. The achromat half-wave plate �Thorlabs, Newton,
New Jersey� and the cube beamsplitter �Newport, Irvine, Cali-
fornia� that follow allows for changing the polarization of the
output beam such that s-polarization will go into the TIRF
optical fiber and p-polarization will go to the FSD confocal
fiber. To properly feed the large laser beam into the single-
mode optical fiber, achromatic doublet lenses with a focal
distance of 12.7 mm are placed on xy lens positioners in front
of the optical fibers. Each fiber is mounted on xyz transla-
tional stages �Newport, Irvine, California� equipped with
supplemental tilt mechanisms �pitch and yawl� to allow fine
tuning of the laser-to-fiber alignment. Once the PCAOM
Bragg angle is optimized, the other optical components are
aligned. By automatically rotating the half-wave plate by
45 deg, one can change the output beam polarization, such
that only one optical fiber receives the laser beam at one time.
The beamsplitter is mounted on a rotating stage with a tilt
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�5
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echanism to allow easy alignment of the laser beam with the
bers. An initial laser-to-fiber alignment is performed using a
ultimode optical fiber provided by Oz Optics as an align-
ent tool. Once the power is maximized through the multi-
ode fiber, this is replaced with the single-mode fibers that

re connected at the output end with a custom-made mount
nto a Field Master powermeter �Coherent, Portland, Oregon�.
fter locking in place the xyz mount, further fine alignment is
erformed using the tilt mechanism. Table 4 shows the laser
ower along different points in the optical train. All optical
omponents are optimized for high laser power and have an-
ireflective coatings.

Table 2 Optical filters. The far right column
fluorescence filters were made by Chroma Techn

Product code Product na

Microscope turret �TIRF and

HQ560/20, HQ610/60, z568rdc Custom 5

HQ640/20, HQ700/75, z647rdc Custom 6

z488/20, HQ535/50, z488rdc Custom 4

HQ510, HQ700/75m, z514rdc Custom 5

U-M6061, IX2-MDICT Analyzer

Yokogawa bea

HQ520LP High throu

Z458/514 tpc Dual pass
lines

Z405/488/568/647 tpc Quad pas
568-647-n

Emission filters �

69687 HQ 440/

117985 ET 480/4

118052 ET 525/5

118071 ET 535/5

115173 API ET 70

63066 Z 458−5

62935 Z 488–56

69244 Z 405–48

AF

ET670sp Eye piece
diode

E680sp, lot 60144 Video cam

D690/15x-HC AFM head
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-
4.2 Cameras and Software

The imaging system is equipped with QuantEM 512SC cam-
eras �Roper Scientific Photometrics, Tuscon, Arizona�. These
are back-illuminated electron-multiplying �EM� CCD opti-
mized for high speed and sensitivity over a wide dynamic
range �16 bits�. The EMCCD can be operated as: conven-
tional CCD with no gain for high responsivity; EM with gain
off for high signal strength; and EM with gain on for high
sensitivity. A remote cooling fan is added to the Peltier cool-
ing system. The EMCCD image sensor E2V CCD 97 has a
512�512 imaging array of 16�16-�m pixel size with a

bers relates to the part numbers in Fig. 2. All
�Brattleboro, Vermont�.

Number

rescence filters� 1F

laser set

laser set

laser set

laser set

r DIC

ers 2F

dichroic 488-nm laser line

plitter 457-nm and 514-nm laser

splitter 405-488-
r lines

heel� 3F

m

8–647 m

rs

mera protection filter for AFM laser 4F

ter 5F

6F
of num
ology

me

Epifluo

68-nm

47-nm

88-nm

14-nm

cube fo

msplitt

ghput

beams

s beam
m lase

filter w

40 m

0 m

0 m

0 m

5/72

14 m

8 m

8–56

M Filte

and ca

era fil

filter
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able 3 Component list of the integrated microscope. The far right column of numbers relates to the part numbers in Figure 2.

ompany Product code Product name Number

ell Precision 390 Precision workstation Windows XP Pro with dual
2-GHz XEON CPUs, 4-GB RAM, 667 MHz, 250-GB
HD, nVidia Quadro FX3500 256-MB graphics card,
dual monitors

ntelligent
maging

Roper Cascade QuantEM 512SC Peltier cooled with
remote fan

1

nnovations O31-YKGA Yokagawa CSU-22 confocal head 2

Slidebook 4.2.0.9 for Windows

O31-SYNC TTL module

1.5� Optovar lens

DL Enterprise PCM1000A-H4HB Oneac 100VA medical grade power conditioner

EOS
echnologies

12D4069, 12D2350 AOTF crystal 5-mm acoustic window and eight channel
controller

3

ew Focus 9064-XYZ, 9353 XYZ translation stage with micrometer 0 to 25 mm

900211 Big jack 4

ewport RS4000-5�–8�–12� Research-grade tabletop

I2000-423.5 Support system stabilizer vibration isolators

ACMP Air compressor, 19 to 120 psi preset

ATS-8, ATS-CMC Overhead table shelf and cable management system

PAC010AR.14 Achromatic doublet lens, 12.7-mm EFL, AR 430 to 700 nm 5

LP-1A-XY Two-axis lens positioner 6

562F-XYZ, 562F-TILT, 561-FCA4 XYZ heavy duty stage, tilt module, and fiber connector 7

SR50CC, SMC100CC Rotary stage with controller 8

UGP-1 Gimbaled prism mount 9

10FC16PB.3 Beamsplitter polarizing cube 10

lympus IX81F2, UYCP-11 Motorized Olympus IX81, left/right adjustable port mounts;
trinoc with Bertrand lens; illuminator pillar with 12-V/100-W
Halogen lamp �post tilts back 30 deg, rotating center section,
attached condenser holder�

IX81-ZDC Focus drift compensator 11

5-UR478 IX2-RFAEVA2-TIRFM fiber illuminator class 3B 12

1-U2B523 U Pl FLN 10� dry NA=0.3 Ph 1 WD=10 mm

1-U2C527 U PL FL 40� Ph2 dry NA=0.6 WD=0.51 mm

1-UB637F2 PLAN APO 60� W NA=1 WD=0.15 mm

1-U2B616 PLAN APON 60� TIRFM oil DIC NA 1.45 WD=0.1 mm

1-U2B836 UPLAN S APO 100� oil NA=1.46 DIC WD=0.12 mm

KP-M2AN Hitachi B/W 1/2� video camera 13

ptical Insights Xtender Collimated emission-port adapter 14
ournal of Biomedical Optics May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�034024-7
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otal imaging area of 8.2�8.2 mm, offering the highest avail-
ble quantum efficiency at peak ��90 %�. Two identical cam-
ras are used, one on the confocal side, and one on the TIRF
ide.

The speed of image acquisition of this microscope is lim-
ted only by the camera speed acquisition. The main advan-
age of the EM technology is that it allows the detector to
mprove the signal-to-noise ratio of a low signal image. Thus,
ood detection of weak signals generated from dim samples
r due to reduced time exposure because of high-speed detec-
ion is possible. The read noise contribution to the image is
igher when the pixel read rate is higher. When running at
igh read rates, the increase in noise can be diminished by
pplying gain to the signal such that it will be amplified be-
ore it is read out. Thus, because the signal amplification takes

Table 3

ompany Product code Product

z Optics QPMJ-A3HPM, FC/APC High po
gap con
on the o

QPMJ-A3HPM FC/PC High po
connect
other en

pectra Physics 2018-RM Stabilite

315A-1S Ion lase

utter
nstruments

LB 10-2 Ten pos

horLabs AHWP05M-630 Achrom

eeco SPC-BIO1-TAM-JN Hybrid

nstruments NS4-01 Nanosc

SPC-BIO1-TAM-MT Olympu

Worksta
256-MB

able 4 Laser power measurements. All values were measured at
6 A. Actual imaging experiments were performed with 20-mW end-
f-fiber output for all lines.

otal power 1.5 W 488 nm 514 nm 568 nm 647 nm

ispersive prism
beam optimized
or power�

380 mW 300 mW 180 mW 300 mW

hite mode-w/AOTF
beam optimized
or mode not for power�

340 mW 60 mW 82 mW 76 mW

nd of fiber-S-polarization 50 mW 22 mW 62 mW 23 mW

nd of fiber-p-polarization 43 mW 25 mW 47 mW 20 mW
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-
place before the readout occurs, the signal is amplified while
the read noise contribution remains the same for a given read
rate.46

The quality of the FSD confocal image depends on how
well the speed of the EMCCD camera is correlated with the
speed of the tandem disk unit. The CSU 22 scanning head has
a variable speed up to 5000 rot /min, which results in an ac-
quisition speed as high as 1000 frames /sec if we take into
consideration that the tandem-disk scans one image on a 12th
from one full rotation. The FSD speed has to be correlated
with the camera acquisition speed to avoid appearance of
bands of light and dark in the image. Thus, the time necessary
to scan one image at a given disk speed has to be correlated
with the camera exposure time. This correlation can be
achieved for any given camera exposure time of integer num-
bers of milliseconds for which the speed of the FSD can be
controlled. We have been able to acquire images as fast as
50-ms exposure time with no binning and good image quality,
which translates to 20 frames /sec. Faster acquisition speed is
possible with lower resolution.

Due to the rectangular aperture of the spinning disk scan-
ner �Fig. 2�a��, not all the field of view of the EMCCD camera
will be illuminated. To take advantage of the full field of view,
a 1.5� lens is placed in front of the camera that allows a true
magnification of the projected image on the camera chip.

The AFM requires a video camera �Hitachi 2 /3-in. B/W�
that is mounted on a trinocular port. This is used for precise
positioning of the AFM tip on the cell surface.

Instrument calibration presents important challenges in ob-
taining a good spatial and temporal match between the AFM
and optical imaging methods. The field of view of the AFM

ued.�

Number

PM fiber patchcord 450 to 650 nm with FC air
on one end and an angle FC/APC connector
d

15

patchcord 450 to 650 nm, with FC air gap
ne end and straight FC/PC connector on the

16

RM Ar/Kr �457 to 647 nm� 17

conditioning system �25 KW capacity� 18

lter wheel and Lambda 10-2 controller 19

lf-wave plate 20

ith custom slot filter 21

SPM controller 22

aseplate and sample chuck for use with TIRF 23

indows NT 4.0 with 1.7 GHz Pentium 4 CPU,
60-GB HD, video frame grabber �BIOFG�
�Contin

name

wered
nector
ther en

wer PM
or on o
d

2018

r water

itions fi

atic ha

head w

ope IVa

s IX2 b

tion W
RAM,
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nd optical imaging need an excellent match in the x-y axes to
imit off-line image correlation.

The first step of alignment consists in positioning the very
nd of the AFM tip on the microscope optical axis. This step
onsist of visualizing the AFM tip on a video camera �that is
nherently aligned with the microscope optical path� and slid-
ng the baseplate of the AFM stage such that the very end of
he AFM tip is centered in the image �due to design con-
traints of the AFM scanner, the AFM tip is actually decen-
ered from the vertical axis of the scanner�.

The second step of alignment consists in aligning the op-
ical path of the FSD confocal with the microscope output on
he left port. This is done by initially coupling the confocal
nit to the microscope by the threaded flange, such that the
eight of the microscope is adjusted in small steps to match
he position of the flange. Next, the filter wheel and finally the
MCCD camera are adjusted by xyz positioning. Once all of

hese elements are fixed in place, small adjustments of the
icroscope height will be made with the flange open, such

hat no movements in the camera field of view will be re-
orded. The EMCCD camera on the confocal side will func-
ion as the primary camera of the system. Due to differences
n the field of view of the video camera compared with the
MCCD camera, it is important that a good optical alignment

s performed, otherwise the AFM tip may be out of the field of
iew of the EMCCD.

The third step consists of aligning the TIRF camera in
ardware, pixel for pixel, with the primary camera. For easy
lignment of these cameras, special brackets were designed
nd the cameras were placed on xyz stages. A grid is used to
lign these two cameras. Thus, by capturing sequential images
f the grid on both cameras, small position adjustments on the
IRF camera are done until the images overlap in software.

SlideBook software �Intelligent Imaging Innovations, Den-
er, Colorado� is used to control the acquisition and data pro-
essing of the optical imaging, and Nanoscope 6.14R1 soft-
are �Veeco Instruments, Santa Barbara, California� is used to

ontrol the AFM. The software offers a user-friendly inter-
ace, where the optical configurations of the microscope can
e user-defined such that different filters and other optical
omponents, including scanning-head settings, laser power,
nd laser line, can be programmed.

Single-Cell Applications
.1 Cell Culture and Transfections
he isolation of VSMC has been previously described.47 Cells
ere cultured on glass bottom cell culture dishes �MatTek,
shland, Massachusetts� in 5% CO2 at 37°C in supple-
ented Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium �Invitrogen,
arlsbad, CA�. Transient transfections were performed using
maxa Nucleofector apparatus �Gaithersburg, Maryland� with
ucleofector kit VPI1004 per the manufacturer’s protocol
program E-033�: 500 k cells per reaction were nucleofected
ith the indicated fluorescent plasmids �1 to 2 �g each� and
ere seeded at 60 k cells per 60-mm dish. A high transfection

fficiency was recorded ��70 %�. Imaging experiments were
erformed 24 h after transfections.

Epithelial liver cells Clone 9 �ATCC, CRL 1439� were
sed between passage 25 to passage 30. Cells were cultured
s above and loaded with 3-�M Fluo-4 AM �Invitrogen,
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-
Carlsbad, CA� for one hour at 37 °C, and then washed and
imaged in serum- and phenol red- free medium. Cells were
treated with vasopressin �V-0377, Sigma, St. Louis, MO� at
2 nM to induce calcium oscillations as previously character-
ized in Ref. 48.

5.2 Live Cell Imaging
In this section, several applications of the integrated AFM-
optical imaging microscope are presented.

In Fig. 4 vascular smooth muscle cells �VSMC� were im-
aged in AFM mode to show cell topography. TIRF and con-
focal images of the same cell, transfected as above, were ac-
quired immediately following acquisition of the AFM image.
An excellent registration between the AFM image and the
TIRF and FSD confocal fluorescence images can be achieved
as shown in the overlays �Figs 4�d� and 4�e��. AFM provides
a general topographic view of the cell with few actin cytosk-
eletal fibers immediately beneath the membrane. The confocal
image reveals a multitude of actin fibers aligned along the cell
axis. If TIRF images are compared with FSD confocal images
of the same cell, more background from the cell body is
shown by the confocal images. Not all actin fibers are present
in the AFM image, because the AFM tip senses only features
immediately beneath the cell membrane. The fluorescence
from the actin fibers �actin-mRFP� inside the cell body, as
well as focal adhesions �vinculin-GFP� are obvious in the
confocal and TIRF images. TIRF images were acquired se-
quentially with an exposure time of 100 ms, and FSD confo-
cal images were acquired as a two-channel 3-D stack of 20
planes with the same exposure time and presented as maxi-
mum projection.

Figure 5 shows confocal images of VSMC subjected to
mechanical stimulation applied by AFM to the apical cell sur-
face. The mechanical stimulation was induced by a function-
alized AFM probe �2-�m glass bead coated with fibronectin�,
which was set at a chosen xy coordinate on the cell surface
and moved upward in discrete steps as described in Ref. 1.
Following each controlled upward movement of the function-
alized cantilever tip along the z axis �the position of which is
shown by white dashed lines�, the cell responds to the me-
chanical stimulation. Confocal images of the same VSMC,
transfected with actin-mRFP, before and after AFM stimula-
tion, show that the cell significantly modified its shape, such
that actin filaments reorganized in almost a regular pattern of
parallel actin bundles following the long axis of the cell.
Moreover, the xz and yz side view images of the same cell
�see arrows� obtained by 3-D image reconstruction from con-
secutive confocal sectioning of the cell show an increase in
cell height after the mechanical stimulation, as well as a re-
distribution of the actin filaments toward the bottom of the
cell.

Video 1 shows real-time cell shrinkage and FA rearrange-
ment due to AFM mechanical stimulation. TIRF images of
VSMC transfected with actin-mRFP and vinculin-GFP show
that F-actin is recruited at the bottom of the cell in the imme-
diate vicinity of the FA that also reorganizes to better anchor
the cell to the substrate to oppose the applied force. The TIRF
images were acquired during the AFM stimulation experiment
with 100-ms exposure time at eight time points between 0
and 80 min. The video is shown at 1.5 frames /sec.
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�9
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ig. 4 Same VSMC transfected with mRFP-actin and vinculin-GFP was imaged by: �a� AFM at the apical cell surface; �b� TIRF at the basal cell
urface; and �c� FSD confocal throughout the cell body is shown as maximum projection of a 3-D stack. Excellent overlaps between the AFM and
IRF or FSD confocal images are shown in �d� and �e�, respectively. The stress fibers present in the AFM image overlay with actin fibers from the
uorescence images. Image size is 66�64 �m.
ig. 5 VSMC transfected with mRFP-actin were imaged by FSD con-
ocal before �a� and after �b� AFM mechanical stimulation. Following
echanical stimulation, actin filaments reorganized in almost a regu-

ar pattern of parallel bundles along the cell axis. The side views show
ctin reorganization and recruitment toward the cell bottom along the
ndicated section in the xz and yz planes �see arrows�. White dashed
ines represent the AFM tip above the cell. Image size is 50�86 �m.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-1
Video 1. Real-time cell restructuring shown as time-lapse images ac-
quired in TIRF mode for the duration of the experiment ��80 min�.
VSMC were transfected with vinculin-GFP and actin-mRFP. The im-
ages were acquired with 100-ms exposure time at eight time points
between time 0 and 80 min. The video is shown at 1.5 frames/sec.
Image size is 91�91 �m. �QuickTime, 2.36 Mb�.
�URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.3155517.1�
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�0
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Video 2 shows real-time actin restructuring due to AFM
echanical stimulation. Time-lapse 3-D stacks were acquired

sing FSD confocal for the duration of the experiment
�80 min�. The arrows in Fig. 6 �the first frame of the video�
ndicate actin fibers that disappear �a�, thin out due to actin
estructuring �b�, and bend due to the mechanical stimulation
c�. The AFM tip above the cell is shown by white dashed
ines. Images were acquired with 100-ms exposure time as a
-D stack of 20 planes at six time points between time 0 and
0 min. The video is shown at 1 frame /sec.

ideo 2. Real-time actin fibers restructuring shown as 3-D time-lapse
ideo from FSD confocal imaging of VSMC transfected with actin-
RFP. The images were acquired with 100-ms exposure time as a 3-D

tack of 20 planes at six time points between time 0 and 80 min. The
ideo is shown at 1 frame/sec. A small reflection of the fluorescence
ue to the AFM tip is also visible. �QuickTime, 1.75 Mb�.
URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.3155517.2�

ig. 6 A VSMC transfected with mRFP-actin was imaged by FSD con-
ocal. The arrows indicate actin fibers that show remarkable restruc-
uring: �a� actin fibers disappear, �b� actin fibers thin out due to actin
estructuring, and �c� actin fiber bends due to the mechanical stimu-
ation �see text�. The AFM tip above the cell is shown by white dashed
ines. Image size is 91�91 �m �see Video 2�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-1
The basal cell area was reduced 8.7�2.1% after AFM
mechanical stimulation, but the vinculin area increased
11.1�2.1% �n=5�. Also, F-actin at the basal cell area �TIRF
images� increased 16.9�1.9% and F-actin in whole cell vol-
ume �confocal images� increased 8.2�0.3% �n=4�. By re-
cruiting FA proteins and F-actin at the basal cell area, the cell
reinforces its attachment to the substrate to better resist the
mechanical stimulation. Area measurements were performed
in SlideBook software �Intelligent Imaging Innovations,
Denver, Colorado�. The percent change in protein area was
calculated as percent change= ��treatment-control� /control�
�100. Therefore, a significant rearrangement of the actin
filaments and FA took place due to the local mechanical cell
stimulation at the apical cell membrane that induced changes
into the cellular structure throughout the cell body.

Examples of the utility of the integrated microscope to
examine the restructuring of actin filaments and FA as the
result of mechanical stimulation to the surface of cells have
been presented. Another application under development is the
analysis of FA reorganization as a function of forces generated
from within cells. Videos 3 and 4 show calcium oscillations in
liver epithelial cells Clone 9 �ATCC, Manassas, VA�, the fre-

Video 3. Time-lapse movie of FSD confocal images of calcium oscil-
lations in liver epithelial cells, induced by vasopressin treatment, ac-
quired with 60-ms exposure time. The video is shown at
5 frames/sec. Image size is 40�28 �m. �QuickTime, 1.66 Mb�.
�URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.3155517.3�

Video 4. Time-lapse video of FSD confocal images of calcium oscil-
lations in a single liver epithelial cell, induced by vasopressin treat-
ment, acquired with 50-ms exposure time at 20 frames/sec. Image
size is 37�35 �m. �QuickTime, 8.88 Mb�.
�URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.3155517.4�
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�1
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uency of which is dependent on agonist concentration as
reviously characterized.48 By treating the cells with 2-nM
asopressin, intracellular calcium oscillations are induced at
bout 50 mHz. Video 3 was acquired as time-lapse 3-D stack
or each time point at 3 frames /sec in FSD confocal micros-
opy. For Video 4, we were able to acquire images as fast as
0-ms exposure time with no binning and good image quality,
hich translates to 20 frames /sec and shows details of two

alcium oscillations in the same cell. These frequency-
ncoded calcium signals activate key signaling pathways that
ediate myosin-light-chain-dependent contractions, which

re transmitted by FA to the extracellular matrix, and can be
tudied by AFM-optical imaging combined experiments.

Concluding Remarks
ells have dynamic structures that adapt continuously to their
icromechanical environment. The importance of the external
echanical stimuli that determine profound changes intracel-

ularly can be seen in pathological conditions as hypertension,
therosclerosis, or inflammation. Fundamental understanding
f the mechanotransduction process, and of the cellular patho-
ogical responses, will allow new insights into understanding
he structure-function relationships of cells. The most interest-
ng cellular behaviors are highly dynamic and occur locally in
pecific cell regions: cell signaling response to mechanical
timulation, FA and actin turnover, protein translocation, con-
ormational changes of proteins, etc. Thus, particular cellular
henomena have their own time and distance scales that have
o be matched by the instruments that we use to analyze them.

The technology presented here is broadly applicable across
wide range of molecular dynamic studies in any adherent

ive cells. By integrating in one instrument the AFM with
IRF and FSD confocal microscopy, we are able to follow
nd quantify specific adhesion proteins or cytoskeletal rear-
angement and cell signaling in real time. This instrument
nables future studies of 3-D spatial optical imaging of mo-
ecular dynamics in different subcellular structures at a time
cale of milliseconds while applying mechanical stimulation
orces in the range of pico- to nano-Newtons. Cell response to
arious types of agonist or mechanical stimulation can be ob-
erved directly, and the dynamics and characteristics of reor-
anization at subcellular level may be studied in real time.
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